Automated medical concept recognition is important for medical informatics such as medical document retrieval and text mining research. In this paper, we present a software tool called keyphrase identification program (KIP) for identifying topical concepts from medical documents. KIP combines two functions: noun phrase extraction and keyphrase identification. The former automatically extracts noun phrases from medical literature as keyphrase candidates. The latter assigns weights to extracted noun phrases for a medical document based on how important they are to that document and how domain specific they are in the medical domain. The experimental results show that our noun phrase extractor is effective in identifying noun phrases from medical documents, so is the keyphrase extractor in identifying important medical conceptual terms. They both performed better than the systems they were compared to.
Introduction
The pervasion of medical information via the WWW has created a continuously growing need for the development of techniques for discovering, accessing, and sharing knowledge from medical literature. In recent years, there have been a remarkable number of studies in discovering various kinds of knowledge by mining the medical literature, such as studies on protein-protein interactions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and relations between drugs, genes, and cells [8] [9] [10] . In these applications, term identification is the most crucial step for accessing information stored in documents [11] . Terms (e.g., names of proteins, genes, gene products, organisms, and drugs, etc.) are usually used to identify important document concepts. Concepts in textual documents are usually described by noun phrases, and noun phrases carry the primary information of documents. Since the vast majority of concept terms are noun phrases, noun phrase identification becomes one of the fundamental problems for many applications in mining medical documents. Evidences have shown that noun phrases help readers understand, organize, access, and share information of a document.
Keyphrase identification in medical documents, which is more advanced, has been a challenging research topic in recent years, because, as opposed to noun phrases, keyphrases are more domain related and more selective. The most important topical terms for a document are usually referred to as ''keyphrases.'' Document keyphrases provide a concise summary of a document's content, offering semantic metadata summarizing and characterizing a document. Previous studies have shown that document keyphrases can be used in a variety of applications, such as retrieval engine [12, 13] and browsing interface [14] . For example, they may be utilized to enrich the metadata of the results returned from a search engine [12] . They may also be used to efficiently classify or cluster documents into different categories [15] . In this paper, we will introduce two algorithms (systems): a noun phrase extraction algorithm and a keyphrase identification algorithm.
The first system is a noun phrase extractor. The main differences between our noun phrase extractor and other systems are that our system uses a lexicon database which integrates WordNet lexical database [16] and SPECIAL-IST Lexicon (http://umlsks.nlm.nih.gov/) for the part-of-speech tagging, and our system does not need any training data. One limitation with a noun phrase extractor is that it extracts all the noun phrases in a medical document, which might be too general to be useful in medical text mining. If we integrate the domain knowledge and the characteristics of a document with the noun phrase extractor, we can extract the concepts which are semantically relevant to the main topical theme of the document. This is the goal of our second system, which is built on top of the noun phrase extractor and is called keyphrase identification program (KIP) [17] . After all the noun phrases of a document are extracted, KIP ranks all the noun phrases in terms of their degree of relevance to the main theme of the document, and select only the important ones. KIP fulfills this task by considering the domain of a document and the characteristics of the extracted noun phrases. To extract keyphrases from documents, KIP's algorithm considers the composition of a noun phrase. To analyze a noun phrase and assign a score to it, KIP uses a glossary database, which contains pre-identified medical terms, to calculate scores of noun phrases in a document. The noun phrases having higher scores will be extracted as keyphrases. In this study, the glossary database is built from Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), which is NLM's controlled vocabulary thesaurus and consists of a lot of medical terms in a hierarchical structure.
In the following sections, previous studies on noun phrase extraction, keyphrase extraction, and their applications in medical domain are discussed first. Then we describe our noun phrase extractor and its performance in medical domain. Finally, we present the algorithm of our keyphrase identification program and its evaluation based on medical documents.
Previous studies
In this section, we first present previous studies about the applications and identification of noun phrases and then we describe the related research on applications and identification of document keyphrases.
Noun phrase applications and identification in medical domain
Noun phrases have been used in various applications in medical domain and other domains. Many studies pertaining applications of noun phrases focus on retrieval system and browsing interface [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] ; some others explore their applications on document classification and clustering [24, 25] . Croft et al. [18] propose a method where phrases identified in natural language queries are used to build structured queries for a probabilistic retrieval model. Their experimental results show that retrieval performance can be improved by using phrases this way, and phrases extracted automatically from a natural language query perform nearly as well as manually selected phrases.
Many medical document analysis or retrieval studies have used documents from MEDLINE, the premier bibliographic database of NLM. Blake and Pratt [26] use noun phrase as the concept terms to detect the connections among medical literature. Their study based on MED-LINE shows that using noun phrases would be more effective in finding complementary literature than using single words. Kumar et al. [27] describe an approach, called BioMap, of using noun phrases extracted from the abstracts of MEDLINE to build a knowledge base for medical literature.
Researchers have developed programs to map free medical text to a biomedical knowledge source. Among them, MetaMap, developed by Aronson at the NLM, is a program that maps medical text to the UMLS Metathesaurus to discover Metathesaurus concepts referred to in the text [28] . It finds Metathesaurus concepts in five steps: (1) parsing-the SPECIALIST minimal commitment parser [29] is used to parse the text into noun phrases; (2) variant generation-variants are generated for each phrase using the SPECIALIST lexicon and a supplementary synonyms database; (3) candidate retrieval-the candidate set of all Metathesaurus strings containing at least one of the variants is retrieved; (4) candidate evaluation-each Metathesaurus candidate is evaluated against the input text by first computing a mapping from the phrase words to the candidate's words and then calculating the strength of the mapping using a linguistically principled evaluation; (5) mapping construction-complete mappings are constructed by combining candidates involved in disjoint parts of the phrase, and the strength of the complete mappings is computed just as for candidate mappings. The noun phrase parser used in step 1 is primarily a barrier category parser, relying on parts of speech that have been already assigned to determine the beginnings and endings of phrases. This noun phrase extraction method is also the basis of the SPE-CIALIST NLP Text Tools' Noun Phrase Parser (http:// specialist.nlm.nih.gov/). We compared the performance of our noun phrase extractor and the SPECIALIST NLP Text Tools' Noun Phrase Extraction Parser in Section 3.2.1.
One application of the MetaMap is the Indexing Initiative System Project (IND) at NLM [21] . The objective of IND is to investigate methods whereby automated indexing methods partially or completely substitute for NIW's manual subject indexing. The IND system consists of software for applying alternative methods of discovering MeSH headings for citation titles and abstracts and then combining them into an ordered list of recommended indexing terms. MetaMap indexing is one of the methods used by ISD to create a list of indexing terms.
Another program that can automatically map medical text to standardized coding system, such UMLS, is Med-LEE [30] . MedLEE's goal is to extract, structure, and encode clinical information in textual patient reports so that the data can be used by subsequent automated processes. It uses NLP techniques to generate structured encoded output consisting of findings and corresponding modifiers. The method attempts to find the most granular corresponding code by matching the structured output, which is generated as a result of parsing the sentences, with structures in a coding table in which the structures have been associated with codes. A code is obtained by successfully matching a finding along with modifiers, based on an assumption that a match consisting of a finding with the most modifiers is preferable to a match consisting of the same finding with fewer modifiers because it is the most specific.
In [22] , Nadkarni et al. explore the feasibility of using UMLS Metathesaurus as the basis to identify concepts in medical text for indexing. They use a commercial phraseidentification program, which is not introduced in detail in the paper, to identify concepts from medical text. Then they search the UMLS Metathesaurus to find the matches between the identified concepts and the Metathausurus entries. The matched concepts are used as indexing terms. This method is similar to MetaMap [21, 28] .
Johnson develops a semantic lexicon by matching the words and phrases in the SPECIALIST Lexicon against strings in the 1997 Metathesaurus of UMLS [31] . In the developed semantic lexicon, each word or phrase is associated with one or more syntactic types. Each of the syntactic types can have one or more semantic types. The resulted semantic lexicon can be used to assign semantic types to words or phrases occurring in medical text.
Bodenreider et al. [32] describe an approach to automatically extend UMLS Metathesaurus concepts. The proposed approach is to compare phrases extracted from MEDLINE to current UMLS phrases. They capitalize on differences in modification structure between the MED-LINE phrase and the UMLS phrase to determine the candidates for inclusion in the Metathesaurus. The crucial difference is between a phrase containing adjectival modification and a similar phrase ''demodified'' by removing its adjectives. A phrase from MEDLINE becomes a candidate concept in the Metathesaurus if the following two requirements are met: (1) a demodified term created from this phrase is found in the terminology; and (2) similarly modified terms exist in the terminology, for a given semantic category. To extract noun phrases, they use PhraseX, a program that extracts noun phrases from text such as MEDLINE abstracts. It does so by referring to the syntactic structure provided by the SPECIALIST minimal commitment parser [33, 29] , which relies on the SPECIALIST lexicon as well as the XEROX stochastic tagger to resolve part-of-speech ambiguity [34] . The notion of barrier words within sentences is then used to delimit phrase boundaries.
Other examples of studies related to the applications of noun phrases are: protein name identification and protein structure [16, 35] , protein-protein interactions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , and relations between drugs, genes, and cells [8] [9] [10] 36] .
Besides the methods mentioned in above studies, several other noun phrase extraction techniques have been introduced in previous studies. Some of them are described below.
Chen et al. [37] develop a noun phrase extraction system called FastNPE. It mainly relies on concatenation of adjacent tokens to identify phrases. Later, they revise the above system and develope a new system, which is called AZ Phraser [38] . AZ Phraiser's part-of-speech tagging is based on earlier work of Brill [39] . Their tagger is divided into two main phases of operation-lexical analysis and contextual analysis. The lexicon mostly comprises the Wall Street Journal corpus and the Brown corpus. The contextual analysis uses several contextual rules. The contextual analysis phase is to ensure that the part-of-speech tags are disambiguated. NPtool [40] is a commercial noun phrase extraction program. After preprocessing the documents, it has the following three steps: morphological analysis, constraint grammar parsing, and NP-hostile and friendly finite state parsing and NP extraction. Majoros et al. [41] describe a method of improving the quality of automatically extracted noun phrases by employing prior knowledge during the Hidden Markov Model training procedure for the tagger. When combined with appropriate training data, this enhancement can improve the quality and relevance of the extracted phrases. Huang et al. [42] describe a noun phrase identification module that is composed of a sentence boundary detector, a statistical natural language parser (based on the Maximum Entropy Modeling) trained on a non-medical domain, and a noun phrase tagger.
The main differences between our noun phrase extractor and other systems are that our system uses a lexicon database which integrates the WordNet lexical database [16] and SPECIALIST Lexicon (http://umlsks.nlm.nih.gov/) for the part-of-speech tagging, and our system does not need any training data.
Keyphrase applications and identification for medical documents
Previous studies have shown that document keyphrases can be used in a variety of applications, such as retrieval engines [12, 43] , browsing interfaces [14] , thesaurus construction [44] , and document classification and clustering [15] . In the remaining of this section, we review several well-known automatic keyphrase extraction techniques proposed in previous studies.
Krulwich and Burkey [45] use some heuristics to extract significant topical phrases from a document. The heuristics are based on documents' structural features, such as the presence of phrases in document section headers, the use of italics, and the different formatting structures. This approach is not difficult to implement, but the limitation is that not every document has explicit structural features.
Zha [46] proposes a method for keyphrase extraction by modeling documents as weighted undirected and weighted bipartite graphs. Spectral graph clustering algorithms are used for partitioning sentences of a document into topical groups. Within each topical group, the mutual reinforcement principle is used to compute keyphrase and sentence saliency scores. The keyphrases and sentences are then ranked according to their saliency scores. Then keyphrases are selected for inclusion in the top keyphrase list, and sentences are also selected for inclusion in summaries of the document.
Turney [47] is the first person who treats the problem of keyphrase extraction as supervised learning from examples. Turney uses nine features to score a candidate phrase; some of the features are the location of the first occurrence of the phrase in the document and whether or not the phrase is a proper noun. Keyphrases are extracted from candidate phrases based on examination of their features. Turney's program is called Extractor.
Kea, a keyphrase extraction program developed by Frank et al. [48] , uses a machine learning algorithm which is based on naïve Bayes' decision rule. It has some pre-built models. A model is used to identify the keyphrases from a document. The model is learned from the training documents with exemplar keyphrases and corresponds to a specific corpus containing the training documents. Each model consists of a Naive Bayes classifier and two supporting files, which contain phrase frequencies and stopped words.
Both Kea and Extractor use a similar way to identify a candidate keyphrase: the input text is split up according to phrase boundaries (numbers, punctuation marks, dashes, and brackets); non-alphanumeric characters and all numbers are deleted; then a phrase is defined as a sequence of one, two, or three words that appear consecutively in the text; finally, it eliminates those phrases beginning or ending with a stopped word. Kea and Extractor both use supervised machine learning approaches. They all need training corpora to train their programs. For each document in the corpus, there must be a target set of keyphrases provided by authors or generated by experts. The above approach to identifying candidate keyphrases and keyphrases is different from ours, which is described in detail in Section 4.
We have not seen any studies about how the above mentioned keyphrase extraction methods perform in the medical domain. In this study, we explore how well KIP performs when it is applied in the medical domain, and how it performs compared to other systems.
Extracting noun phrases form medical documents
In this section, we first describe the algorithm of our noun phrase extractor (NPE). Then we present two experiments used to evaluate its performance with medical documents.
Noun phrase extractor
The noun phrase extractor has two main components: a part-of-speech tagger and a noun phrase extraction component.
Part-of-speech tagger
In the following paragraphs, we first introduce why we need our own part-of-speech tagger, and then we describe how our tagger works.
Part-of-speech (POS) tagging is a starting point of processing textual information, such as identifying documents' main concepts or gene and protein names. There are several existing POS taggers in medical domain, such as MedPost [49] and the POS tagger developed by Tanabe and Wilbur [50] . But most of them are specializing mainly on processing MEDLINE citations and abstractions. They are not generalized enough to process general medical documents or have other limitations. For example, the main purpose of Tanabe and Wilbur's POS tagger is to extract gene and protein names from MEDLINE. It first applies generated rules from Brill POS tagger [39] to extract single gene and protein names, and then the results are filtered using manually generated rules based on MEDLINE. MedPost is based on the hidden markov model. It currently only accepts text in either MEDLINE format or XML. One main purpose of this study is to develop a system which can automatically identify important topical concepts (called document keyphrases) for medical documents. Document keyphrases provide a concise summary of a document's content, offering semantic metadata summarizing and characterizing a document. The medical documents can be MEDLINE abstracts or some more general medical documents, such as a paper from journal of Biomedical Informatics. Although a medical paper is talking about topics related to medical domain, its main concepts, such as the keywords provided by the authors, may not necessarily be medical terms, such as gene or protein names. For example, if a paper is talking about NLP techniques applying in medical domain, it is very possible that some of its main concepts (keyphrases) may be related to NLP, not the medical domain, like the keywords we assigned for this paper. Because the keyphrases of a medical document may or may not be medical terms, to identify keyphrases for medical documents, we need a POS tagger and noun phrase extractor (NPE) who can work well with not only the medical terms but also the general terms not in medical domain. This is why we want to develop our own POS tagger and NPE. Other available existing ones are either too specialized to gene or protein name identification, such as Tanabe and Wilbur's, or have some other limitations, such as MedPost.
Our tagger uses a lexical database. To cover both the medical terms and the general terms, we integrate the WordNet lexical database [16] and the UMLS SPECIAL-IST Lexicon. The integration information is shown in Table 1 . In our POS tagger, the main word categories considered are noun, verb, adjective, and adverb. WordNet has 151,692 entries for these four categories. SPECIALIST Lexicon has 256,476 entities for these four categories; among the 256,476 entries, 148,589 of them are single words. Because the tagger is going to assign a tag to each single word, only the single words from SPECIALIST Lexicon are combined with WordNet. There are 49,773 overlapped terms between WordNet and SPECIALIST Lexicon single words. The combined database has a total of 250,508 entries. Among them, 98,816 terms are from just SPECIALIST Lexicon, 101,819 terms are from just WordNet, and only 49,773 terms are from both. This means we have two-third more terms by combining them together than just using any single one of them.
Our POS tagger works as follows. A document is first parsed into sentences after being loaded into the system. Then all the sentences are tokenized to obtain the atom units, each of which could be a punctuation mark or a word. Each word is assigned with an initial part-of-speech (POS) tag. To assign the right tag, we use the integrated lexical database mentioned above, which contains words divided into four categories (noun, verb, adjective, and adverb) and the number of senses of each word used in the categories it belongs to. If a word is found in more than one category, it is marked as a multi-tag word. The initial POS tag for a word is determined by the category having the maximum number of senses of this word. The next step is multi-tag disambiguation. For every multi-tag word, the sequence of the POS tags of the proceeding n tokens (n ranges from 2 to 4) is examined against a list of predefined syntactic rules. For example, ''hit'' can be either a noun or a verb. If the proceeding word is a determiner (the, a, this, etc.), it will be tagged as a noun rather than a verb and the multi-tag mark is removed. If a word is not found in any of the categories and its POS tag cannot be solved by the syntactic rules, some heuristics are used to determine its POS tag. For instance, if a word is not found in the lexical database, but ends with ''tion,'' it is tagged as a noun.
We evaluated our POS tagger's performance in the medical domain using 10 MEDLINE abstracts. 2,081 words were identified from these 10 documents. We only evaluated noun, verb, adjective, and adverb, which were the main four categories used in our POS tagger. 1415 out of the 2081 words were identified as one kind of the four categories. Among them, 1387 words were correctly identified, resulting in an accuracy rate of 98%.
Noun phrase extraction
People mostly use noun phrase as concept terms. In general, a noun phrase means a sequence of words that usually gives us very useful information. After tagging the text, our NPE extracts noun phrases by selecting the sequence of POS tags that are of interests. The current sequence pattern is defined as [A] N, where A refers to Adjective, N refers to Noun, [ ] means optional, and {} means repetition. A set of exceptional rules is used as well. The system has a system parameter to set the minimum and maximum numbers of words of a noun phrase. By changing the parameter value, users can get noun phrases with different length. The system can extract noun phrases with length of one word to eight words.
A screenshot of the NPE is shown in Fig. 1 . The extracted noun phrases are displayed in the left frame, and the related paragraph is displayed in the right frame. The generated noun phrases are also automatically sent to a file, with related information, like the phrase frequency in a document. This program also has other functions, but in Fig. 1 . A screenshot of the noun phrase extractor. this paper we just describe the function of extracting noun phrases from documents.
Experiments
We conducted two experiments to evaluate our NPE's performance in medical domain. In Experiment 1, we calculated the precision and recall based on a small document collection, which contained 60 medical documents. In Experiment 2, we computed only the precision based on 1000 medical documents.
Experiment 1
We assessed the effectiveness of the system by computing its precision and recall in this experiment. Precision is the number of noun phrases correctly identified by the NPE, divided by the total number of system-identified noun phrases. Recall is defined as the number of noun phrases correctly identified by the system, divided by the total number of noun phrases in the documents. To find out the number of noun phrases correctly identified by our NPE, human experts are needed to examine the system output. For recall, to find out the total number of noun phrases in the documents, human experts have to be called upon to identify them from documents manually. Many previous studies have used precision and recall to evaluate the performance of noun phrase extraction systems [38, 51] .
In this experiment, two medical professionals were recruited to identify the noun phrases from our test documents. The test documents were collected from the website of National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) of NLM. Entrez is an integrated, text-based search and retrieval system used at NCBI for the major medical databases. We used Entrez to collect the test documents. To calculate the recall, all the noun phrases of the test documents should be manually identified in advance. Because manually identifying noun phrases from documents is time-consuming, in this experiment we used a small test collection containing only 60 documents. Each of the two experts was asked to identify all the simple noun phrases for all these 60 documents. Simple noun phrases are less complex noun phrases. A simple noun phrase is a noun phrase without relative clauses, and its head is the rightmost element and thus it has no right modification [21] . Many noun phrase identification programs only identify simple noun phrases [21, 42] . Simple noun phrases contain only adjectives and nouns. There are no prepositions in a simple noun phrase. For example, ''important concepts'' is a simple noun phrase, but ''important concepts from the corpus'' is not. The steps of collecting the test documents are as follows: first we performed a search using the query ''pain relief'' at Entrez, and 18,937 hits were returned; among the returned hits, we randomly selected 60 documents. The 60 documents were pre-processed, so that each of them contained only the abstract and title.
From the 60 documents, expert 1 identified 4078 noun phrases, while expert 2 identified 4050 noun phrases. They agreed on 3871 noun phrases, which means a 95% agreement rate. Because the experts were asked to identify only simple noun phrases and it was very straightforward, the high agreement rate was what we expected. In similar previous studies [42, 51] , only one expert was used to identify noun phrase. For the noun phrases they disagreed with, a third expert was asked to decide if they were simple noun phrases. Among the phrases the two experts disagreed on, 140 of them were identified as simple noun phrases by the third expert. Finally, we had 4011 (3871 + 140) noun phrases identified as our ground truth.
We also wanted to know how our NPE performed in medical domain compared to other noun phrase extraction. Several noun phrase extractors have been mentioned in previous studies, like FastNPE, NPTool, Chopper, and AZ Phraser in [38, 40] , and the one described in [42] , but we could not be able to get these programs due to various reasons. Some of them are unavailable for download, such as FastNPE, Chopper, and some others are not really a single useable program, like the method described in [42] , which requires many manual steps that will make the result too subjective. But we did find a one that could be used to compare to our NPE. It is from the set of SPECIALIST NLP tools developed by the Lexical Systems Group of The Lister Hill National Center for Biomedical Communications (http://specialist.nlm.nih.gov/). This noun phrase extractor is called SPECIALIST NLP Text Tools' Noun Phrase Parser. We have described this parser in Section 2.1 [28, 21] . This parser is primarily a barrier category parser, relying on parts of speech that have been already assigned to determine the beginnings and endings of phrases. For example, determiners and prepositions always indicate the beginning of a phrase. There are several studies involving noun phrase identification are based on this parser or methods similar to the one used by this parser [32, 23, 28] . This parser identifies the simple noun phrases and prep-phrases. A prep-phrase is a simple noun phrase with one or more prepositions in front of it, such as ''to New York City.'' Because a prep-phrase is also a noun phrase after removing the leading preposition, we considered the prep-phrase also as a noun phrase when measuring the performance of SPECIALIST Text Tools' Noun Phrase Parser [21] .
All the 60 documents were processed by our NPE and the SPECIALIST Parser. Noun phrases were identified by these two systems. The results are shown in Table 2 .
There is usually a trade-off between precision and recall, and either of them alone does not paint a complete picture of system effectiveness. Therefore, the F measure was invented to show the combined results. The formula for F is: F = 2 · precision · recall/(recall + precision). From Table 2 we can see that our NPE performed better than the SPECIALIST Text Tools Parser in identifying noun phrases. Significant tests on the difference between two corresponding proportions (e.g., our NPE's precision to SPE-CIALIST Text Tools Parser's precision) were also conducted. The results were significant for all the three measures (precision, recall, and F measure) at p = 0.01 level.
Huang et al. [42] describe a noun phrase identification module which is composed of a sentence boundary detector, a statistical natural language parser trained on a non-medical domain, and a noun phrase tagger. They also used UMLS Specialist Lexicon to augment their program. In their experiment, their test set was 50 randomly selected clinical radiology reports in Health Level 7 Clinical Document Architecture compatible format. Their overall noun phrase identification precision and recall were 78.9 and 81.5% before using the UMLS Specialist Lexicon and 82.1 and 84.6% after. To compare the performance of the three noun phrase extractors (FastNPE, Chopper, and AZ Phraser), Bennett et al. [38] did an experiment based on 40 medical documents abstracts. The reported results are as follows: for FastNPE, the precision was 0.80 and the recall was 0.50; for Chopper, the precision was 0.90 and the recall was 0.97; and for AZ Phraser, the precision was 0.86 and the recall was 0.92. The F values for Fast-NPE, Chopper, and AZ Phraser were 0.62, 0.93, and 0.88, respectively.
Because these systems are not available for us to do a direct comparison with our NPE, we do not directly compare our system to those systems. We just report their results here for reference.
Experiment 2
Due to the cost for manually identifying noun phrases from documents for calculating recall, we used only 60 documents in Experiment 1. Compared to computing recall, computing precision requires less human effort, since it does not require manually identifying noun phrases from documents, but from system output. So, it is possible to use a larger document collection to compute the precision. In this experiment, we used 1000 documents to calculate the precision of our NPE. Each of the 1000 documents contained only the abstract and title. They were randomly selected from MEDLINE. The result is shown in Table 3 . the precision was 98.2%, which is close to the result of Experiment 1, 98.1%. It also shows that the performance of our program is consistent when dealing with medical documents. Based on the result, we may say that, when being applied to medical documents, the noun phrases identified by our noun phrase extractor are of high precision.
Extracting keyphrases from medical documents
In the last section, we have discussed our NPE and its evaluation using medical documents. One limitation with a noun phrase extractor is that it extracts all the noun phrases in the documents, which might be too general to be useful in medical text mining. If we integrate the domain knowledge and the characteristics of the document with the noun phrase extractor, we can extract the concepts which are semantically relevant to the main topical theme of a document. This is the goal of our second system, which is built on top of the noun phrase extractor and is called keyphrase identification program (KIP). In the following sections, we describe KIP's algorithm first, then we present its evaluation.
KIP's algorithm
KIP is a domain-specific keyphrase extraction program, not a keyphrase assignment program, which means the generated keyphrases must occur in the document text. KIP is designed by mimicking ''learning by example'' that humans do when they learn new things. Identifying things in the environment which is already in our minds is easy. However, learning to identify new things needs to rely on what we already know before. Besides the input documents, from which keyphrases will be extracted, KIP requires a database which is similar to the domain knowledge of the input documents. When KIP examines a key- phrase candidate, it looks for characteristics (words and sub-phrases) in the phrase which are already in the background knowledge base and assigns weights (how domain-specific a word or a sub-phrase is) accordingly. After the NPE has extracted all the noun phrases from a document, KIP will assign scores to these phrases, rank them, and extract the ones with higher scores. Its algorithm is based on the logic that a noun phrase containing domain-specific keywords and/or keyphrases is likely to be a keyphrase of the document. The more keywords/keyphrases it contains and the more significant the keywords/ keyphrases are, the more likely that this noun phrase is a keyphrase. The pre-identified domain-specific keywords and keyphrases are stored in a glossary database, which is used to calculate scores of noun phrases. Here a keyword means a single term word, and a keyphrase means a phrase containing one or more words. A keyphrase generated by KIP can be a single-term keyphrase or a multiple-term keyphrase up to eight words long. KIP operations can be summarized as follows. KIP first gets a list of keyphrase candidates, which are noun phrases generated by the NPE. Then it examines the composition of a keyphrase candidate and assigns a score to it. The score of a noun phrase is determined mainly based on three factors: its frequency of occurrence in the document, its composition (what words and sub-phrases it contains), and how specific these words and sub-phrases are in the domain of the document. To calculate scores of noun phrases, readily available pre-identified domain-specific keyphrases are parsed to form a glossary database. Finally, the noun phrases with higher scores are selected as keyphrases of the document.
To calculate the scores for noun phrases, we use a glossary database containing domain-specific keyphrases and keywords, which provide initial weights for the words and sub-phrases of a candidate keyphrase. In the following sections, we will first describe how to build this database, then how to calculate a noun phrase's score, and finally how the keyphrases are extracted.
Building glossary database
The glossary database has two lists (tables): (a) a keyphrase list and (b) a keyword list. A keyphrase is an entry in the pre-defined keyphrase list, and it could contain one or more words; and a keyword means a single word parsed from list (a). Before using KIP, users will need a corresponding glossary database pertaining to the domain of input documents. When the system is applied to a different domain, the only thing required is to build or change to a new database specific to the new domain. In this study, we extracted keyphrases for medical documents. Therefore, we used MeSH to build our glossary database. MeSH is NLM's controlled vocabulary thesaurus.
The keyphrase list was generated by adding all the MeSH terms to it. The keyword list was automatically generated from the keyphrase list. To obtain the keywords, all keyphrases (MeSH terms) were split into individual words and added as keywords to the keyword list. The glossary database has two tables, one for keyphrases and another for keywords . The keyphrase table and keyword table all have two columns (keyphrases/keywords and weights).
The weights of these domain-specific keyphrases and keywords in the glossary database are assigned automatically through the following steps:
(1) Assigning weights to keywords. A keyword can be in one of three conditions: (A) the keyword itself alone is a keyphrase and is not part of any keyphrase in the keyphrase table; (B) the keyword itself alone is not a keyphrase but is only part of one or more keyphrases in the keyphrase table; and (C) the keyword itself alone is a keyphrase and also is part of one or more keyphrases in the keyphrase table. Each keyword in the keyword table will be checked against the keyphrase table to see which condition it belongs to. The weights are automatically assigned to keywords differently in each condition. The rationale behind this is that it reflects how domain-specific a keyword is in the domain. The more specific a keyword is, the higher weight it has. For each keyword in condition (A), the weight is X; for each keyword in condition (B), the weight is Y divided by the times the keyword appears as part of a keyphrase; for each keyword in condition (C), the weight is
, where N is the number of times that the keyword appears as part of a keyphrase.
(2) Assigning weights to keyphrases. The weight of each word in the keyphrase is found from the keyword table, and then all the weights of the words in this keyphrase are added together. The sum is the weight for this keyphrase.
The default values of the parameters mentioned above are obtained based on our testing using a number of test documents. KIP will use the weights of keyphrases and keywords in the database to calculate the scores of noun phrases in a document.
Calculating scores for keyphrase candidates
A noun phrase's score is defined by multiplying a factor F by a factor S. F is the frequency of this phrase in the document, and S is the sum of weights of all the individual words and all the possible combinations of adjacent words within the noun phrase (we call a combination of adjacent words a ''sub-phrase'' of this noun phrase). So we have the following equation:
The score of a noun phrase ¼ F Â S.
The sum of weights S is defined as
where w i is the weight of a word within this noun phrase and p j is the weight of a sub-phrase within this noun phrase.
The following example is used to explain how a noun phrase's score is calculated. Assume there is a noun phrase ''ABC,'' where A, B, and C are three words. The possible combinations of adjacent words are AB, BC, and ABC. The score for noun phrase ''ABC'' will be the frequency of ''ABC'' in this document multiplied by the summation of weights of A, B, C, AB, BC, and ABC. The motivation for including the weights of all possible sub-phrases into the phrase score, in addition to the weights of individual words, is to find out if a sub-phrase is a keyphrase in the glossary database. If it is, this phrase is expected to be more important. KIP will lookup the keyphrase table to obtain the weights for all the sub-phrases of the noun phrase. If a sub-phrase is found, the corresponding weight in the keyphrase table is assigned to this sub-phrase; otherwise, a predefined low weight will be assigned. Similarly, KIP obtains the weight of a word by looking up the keyword table. If it finds the word from the table, the corresponding weight in the keyword table will be the weight of the word. Otherwise, a predefined weight will be assigned to it.
Extracting keyphrases
All the scores of keyphrase candidates are normalized to range from 0 to 1 after they are calculated. All candidate keyphrases for a document are then ranked in descending order by their scores. The keyphrases of a document can be extracted from the ranked list. To be as flexible as possible, the KIP system has a set of parameters for users to decide the number of keyphrases they want from a document. The number of extracted keyphrases for a document can be defined in three ways: (1) defining a specific number of keyphrases to be extracted; (2) specifying the percentage of noun phrases to be extracted (for example, top 10% of all the identified noun phrases are to be extracted); and (3) setting a threshold for keyphrases to be extracted (for example, only noun phrases with scores greater than 0.7 are to be extracted). KIP contains all the above basic options, as well as possible combinations of them.
An example of KIP is shown in Fig. 2 . In this example, the system extracts five keyphrases for the document shown in the right frame. These five keyphrases are listed in the left frame.
Experiment
Usually, there are two ways to evaluate the effectiveness of a keyphrase extraction system. One is to use human judgment, asking domain experts to rate the keyphrases generated by the system. The second way, less costly, is to measure how well the system-generated keyphrases match the author-provided keyphrases. We chose the second approach and assessed KIP's effectiveness with medical documents by computing its precision and recall using author-provided keyphrases for documents. In this experiment, precision means the proportion of the extracted keyphrases that match the keyphrases assigned by a document's author(s). Recall means the proportion of the keyphrases assigned by a document's author(s) that are extracted by the keyphrase extraction system. Measuring precision and recall against author keyphrases is easy to carry out, since it does not involve human experts. Previous studies have used this measure and found it is an appropriate method to measure the effectiveness of a keyphrase extraction system [13, 47, 48] . We used 400 medical papers as the test documents in this evaluation. The sources of these papers are listed in Table 4 . We also wanted to know how well KIP performs, so we compared KIP to another keyphrase extraction system, Kea [48] . The algorithm used by Kea has been described in Section 2.2. We could only get a demo version of Extractor [47] , and it did not allow us to train it with new documents (medical documents). Other reported systems were not available to us for a comparison. So we only compared our system with Kea. In this experiment, we used Kea 3.0. We first trained it with 50 medical documents. The amount of trained documents was recommended by Kea's developers. After it was trained, a model for medical documents was created and Fig. 2 . A screenshot for KIP. used in this experiment. All these 400 papers have authorassigned keyphrases. Author-assigned keyphrases were removed from the papers before the documents were processed by KIP and Kea. The average length of these papers was 13 pages. The average number of author-assigned keyphrases for these papers was 4.1. We calculated the precision and recall for both systems when the number of extracted keyphrases was 5, 10, 15, and 20, respectively. The result is shown in Table 5 . We also tested the statistical significance of the difference between precisions of the two systems, as well as their recalls, using a paired t test. From Table 5 , we can see that, in respect to precision and recall, KIP performed better than Kea at all the comparison points. The results are significant at 99% confidence level.
We need to point out that some author-provided keyphrases may not occur in the document they are assigned to. According to Turney [47] , about only 75% of authorprovided keyphrases appear somewhere in the documents. That means the highest possible average recall for a system could only be 0.75, even when all the phrases are extracted from the documents. In our experiment, the average number of author-provided keyphrases for all the documents was only 4.1, so the precision would not be high when the number of extracted keyphrases was large. For example, when the number of extracted keyphrases for each document is 20, the highest possible average precision is only about 0.153 (4.1 · 0.75/20 = 0.153).
To see how KIP performs in different domains, we compared KIP's performance in medical domain and Information Systems (IS) domain. Table 6 shows its precision and recall in both IS domain and medical domain when the number of extracted keyphrases is 5, 10, 15, and 20. The results show that the performance, in terms of recall, is basically the same in both domains. In terms of precision, KIP performs better in medical domain than in IS domain. The results in IS domain were obtained with 500 academic papers as test documents [17] . The average number of author-provided keyphrases per paper for these 500 papers was 4.7. For medical documents, the average number of author-provided keyphrases for each paper was 4.1. Among others, the difference between the average numbers of author-assigned keyphrases per paper was one factor affecting the results. If other conditions are the same, when this number is higher, the precision will be higher, since, statistically, the probability an extracted keyphrase is an author-assigned keyphrase will be greater when this number is higher. From Table 6 we can see that even though the average number of author-assigned keyphrases for medical document was lower than it was for IS documents, the precision is still basically the same for both. This means, in terms of precision, KIP also performed better in the medical domain than in IS domain. Besides the difference of the test documents, the underlying databases of KIP were also different for these two domains. When applying to IS domain, KIP used WordNet lexical database to do POS assignment and noun phrase identification; in contrast, it used an integrated database, combining terms from both WordNet and SPECIALIST Lexicon, Table 4 Sources of documents used in KIP experiment
Source of documents Number of documents
Journal of Biomedical Informatics (2003, 2004, 2005) for medical domain. And the glossary databases for identifying keyphrases were also different for the two domains. MeSH was used to the medical documents, and an IS glossary database was used to the IS documents.
Conclusion
In Summary, a noun phrase extractor and a keyphrase identification program specialized for medical domain are described in this paper. We also report our experimental results based on medical documents. The experimental results show that the noun phrase extractor is effective in identifying noun phrase for medical documents, and the keyphrase identification program can effectively extract topical concepts for medical documents. They both performed better than the systems they were compared to.
